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1 - Ashi Tokomari - Digimon

Name: Ashi Tokomari
Age: 12
Grade: First of high school (she is very smart)
Personnality: Normally peppy and optimistic (if she is angry.........RUN AWAY!!)
Looks: Brown hair going to mid-back when not in hat, deep blue eyes, slightly short, missing back molar
Attire: Blue and Yellow tank top with smiley face on it, blue and yellow hat with smiley face on it, blue
and yellow sneakers, faded jeans, yellow fanny pack, yellow gloves
Digivice color: Light blue
Digimon: Rikumon (in rookie form)
Crest/armor: Innocence
DNAdigivolution:Kirisamamon
Family: Brother Hankoshu, Mother and Father (in Japan)
How she met the rest of the gang: Transferred with her brother to America when she was 3
Gang: Takuni, Terra, Jordan, Jenna, Blair, Candace, Hankoshu, Faust
Other: Last to find her digimon, Last to fully digivolve Rikumon, first to DNA Digivolve
Main Enemy: Myotismon
More other: Had spell placed on her so that the sight of black bats (Myotismon's) puts her in an almost
hypnotic-like state, afterwards making her depressed



2 - Hankoshu Tokomari - Digimon

Name: Hankoshu Tokomari
Age: 14
Grade: First of high school
Personality: A bit rebellious, but will always put is sister before himself; gets angry very easy
Looks: Short, messy brown hair, light blue eyes, a little taller than average, has scar on shoulder
Attire: Gold long sleeve shirt worn under a burgundy T-shirt, jeans (always ripped) burgundy sneakers
and gloves
Digivice color: Golden-Yellow
Digimon: Takanomon (in rookie form)
Crest/armor: Bravery
DNAdigivolution: Mylosamamon
Family: Sister Ashi, Mother and Father (in Japan)
How he met the rest of the gang: Transferred with his sister to America when he was 5
Gang: Takuni, Terra, Jordan, Jenna, Blair, Candace, Ashi, Faust
Other: First to fully digivolve Takanomon
Main Enemy: Myotismon
More other: Will flip out if Ashi gets hurt

Song: Remember the Name-Nickelback
[Mike] You ready? Lets go!
Yeah, for those of you who want to know what we`re all about
It`s like this y`all (c`mon!)
 
[Chorus]
This is ten percent luck,
Twenty percent skill,
Fifteen percent concentrated power of will,
Five percent pleasure,
Fifty percent pain,
And a hundred percent reason to remember the name! [
 
Mike]
Mike
He doesn`t need his name up in lights
He just wants to be heard whether it`s the beat or the mic
He feels so unlike everybody else, alone
In spite of the fact that some people still think that they know him
But frack em`
He knows the code:
It`s not about the salary
It`s about reality and making some noise
Makin' a story



Makin sure his clique stays up
That means when he puts it down, Tak`s pickin it up! (Let`s go!)
 
[Tak]
Who the hell is he anyway?
He never really talks much
Never concerned with status but still leavin them star struck
Humbled through opportunities given despite the fact
That many mis judge him because he makes a livin from writin raps
Put it together himself, now the picture connects
Never askin for someone`s help, and get some respect
He`s only focused on what he wrote, his will is beyond reach
And now when it all unfolds, the skill of an artist
 
[Ryu]
 This is twenty percent skill
Eighty percent beer
Be one hundred percent clear, 'cause Ryu is ill
Who would`ve thought that he`d be the one to set the west in flames
Then I heard him wreckin with The Crystal Method, "The Name Of The Game"
Came back dropped Megadef, took 'em to church
I like bleach man, Ryu had the stupidest verse
 This dude is the truth, now everybody givin him guest spots
His stock`s through the roof I heard he frackin with S-Dot!
 
[Chorus]
It`s just ten percent luck,
Twenty percent skill,
Fiftteen percent concentrated power of will,
Five percent pleasure,
Fifty percent pain,
And a hundred perecnt reason to remember the name!
 
[Ryu] They call him Ryu he's sick
And he`s spittin' fire and Mike
Got him out the dryer he`s hot
Found him in Fort Minor with Tak
What a frackin' nihilist porcupine
He`s a prick, he`s a cock
The type woman want to be with
And rappers hope he get shot
Eight years in the makin`
Patiently waitin to blow
Now the record with Shinoda`s takin over the globe
He`s got a partner in crime, his shoot is equally dope
You wont believe the kind of shoot that comes out of this kid`s throat
 



[Tak]
Tak
He`s not your everyday on the block
He knows how to work with what he's got
Makin his way to the top
He often gets a comment on his name
People keep askin him, was it given at birth,
Or does it stand for an acronym?
No. He`s livin' proof,
Got him rockin the booth
He`ll get you buzzin quicker than a shot of vodka with juice (juice)
Him and his crew are known around as one of the best
Dedicated to what they do n give a hundred percent!
 
[Mike]
Forget Mike
Nobody really knows how or why he works so hard It seems like he`s never got time
Because he writes every note, and he writes every line
And I`ve seen him at work when that light goes on in his mind
It`s like a design is written in his head every time
Before he even touches a key or speaks in a rhyme
And those motherfrackers he runs with the kids that he signed?
Ridiculous, without even trying, how do they do it?!
 
[Chorus]
This is ten percent luck,
Twenty percent skill,
Fifteen percent concentrated power of will,
Five percent pleasure,
Fifty percent pain,
And a hundred percent reason to remember the name!
 
This is ten percent luck,
Twenty percent skill,
Fifteen percent concentrated power of will,
Five percent pleasure,
Fifty percent pain,
And a hundred percent reason to remember the name!
 
[Outro - Mike]
Yeah!
Fort Minor!
M. Shinoda, Styles of Beyond!
Ryu, Takbir!
Machine Shop!



3 - Nara Namida - Naruto

Name: Nara Namida

Age: 13 ½

Birthday: July 19

Gender: Demon/ Human female

Hair Color: Brown with Blond Highlights; Long, normally braided 

Eyes: Amber-Gold 

Clothing: Teal kimono top, torn jeans, dark blue zori, headband around neck (she wears it like Sakura
during battle) 

Kekkei Genkai: Water and Wind Manipulation 

Distinguishing Features: Orochimaru’s Curse mark 

Demon: 6-tailed arctic wolf (Hokkoyoku-kami)

Village: Village of the Snow

Family: Father/ Murdered by Itachi
Mother/ Murdered by Itachi
Younger Brother Makoto/ Murdered by Itachi

FRIENDS: Kiba (has a big crush on him) Hinata

Nara Namida is a shy young chunin from the Village of the Snow. She was born with a health condition
that gives her a weak immune system. It is only harmful if she catches a bad virus; otherwise it just gives
her the occasional cough. She stutters a lot when she talks. Her past taught her to trust no one and to
accept help from no one, so if anyone she doesn’t know or is afraid of approaches her, or if anyone tries
to help her, she will lash out on them. However, if anyone she cares for is in danger, she will risk her life
to save them, even if it means letting the demon inside her take control. Her demon can only come out if
A) Her curse mark strongly reacting or B) through strong emotions (mainly sadness and anger). She
gets really grumpy and depressed on July 18, since that was the day her family was killed, and the day a
year after that she received the curse mark. She lives in a small hotel with her dog Momo.

Song: Get Up- The Superchick
 
I'm not afraid to fall



It means I climbed up high
To fall is not to fail
You fail when you don't try I
'm not afraid to fall
I might just learn to fly
And I will spread these wings of mine.  
 
If I get up, I might fall back down again
So let's get up, c'mon
If I get up, I might fall back down again
We get up anyway
If I get up, I might fall back down again
So let's get up, c'mon
If I get up, I might fall back down again
And I might fall back down again
And we'll, just jump and see
Even if it's the twentieth time
We'll just jump and see if we can fly.  
 
I'm not afraid to fall
And here I told you so
Don't want to rock the boat
But I just had to know
Just a greener side
Or can I touch the sky
But either way I will try.  
 
If I get up, I might fall back down again
So let's get up, c'mon
If I get up, I might fall back down again
We get up anyway
If I get up, I might fall back down again
So let's get up, c'mon
If I get up, I might fall back down again
And I might fall back down again
And well, just jump and see
Even if it's the thirtieth time
We'll just jump and see if we can fly.  
 
I'm not afraid to fall
I've fallen many times
They laughed when I fell down
But I have dared to climb
I'm not afraid to fall
I know I'll fall again
But I can win this in the end.  
 



If I get up, I might fall back down again
So let's get up, c'mon
If I get up, I might fall back down again
We get up anyway
If I get up, I might fall back down again
So let's get up, c'mon
If I get up, I might fall back down again
And I might fall back down again
And well, just jump and see
Even if it's the fortieth time
We'll just jump and see if we can fly.  
 
If I get up, I might fall back down again
So let's get up, c'mon
If I get up, I might fall back down again
We get up anyway
If I get up, I might fall back down again
So let's get up, c'mon
If I get up, I might fall back down again
And I might fall back down again.

 

Nara's Mom (She was really beautiful)

Nara's Dad and Makoto (when he was little)



 
Makoto (Age 15)
 

 
Nara (as a baby)
 

 
Nara with Momo (her doggie)
 



 
Nara and Makoto
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4 - Kara - Pokemon

Name: Kara
Appearance: Slightly short and lean, long light brown hair (one bang is dyed blue), hazel eyes, and a
scar on her left shoulder (bad run-in with a Hondour)
Clothes: White bandanna, white tank top and blue poncho, white pants with light blue designs, blue
sandals, and blue bag with 2 pokemon eggs in it (one for Eevee and one for Mudkip)
Personality: She's what you would call a wallflower...she's really shy and absoulutly loves her
Pokemon....she's a bit of a klutz though...and always puts her pokemon before herself
Pokemon: Espeon (Kirani), Poochyena (Ryou), Rapidash (Neos), Dragonair (Sunya), Arcanine (Matrix)
and Glacia (Separi)
Pokemon she wants: Any other Eevee evolutions and a Pilup (i think i spelled that right)
Goal: To see a legendary pokemon, to perfect her sideshow act, and to beat the Elite Four
Job: Trainer and Sideshow Artist (an act with her pokemon)
 



5 - Sira - Naruto

Name: Sira Momochi
Age: Twelve (but turns thirteen later on)
Rank: Chunin
Village: Kirigakure
Height: 4 feet 11 inches
Weight: About 99 pounds
Fighting Style: Prefers using jutsu then hand-to-hand combat, but when she inherits Zabuza's Guillotine
sword, she prefers using that in battle.
Distinguishing Features: Scar reaching from upper neck to right ankle; Character Ai scratched under her
left eye; Kirigakure symbol scratched on left forearm, sand village symbol on the right
Looks: Brown hair with blond streaks in the front, gray shirt with the camouflage arm sleeves that
Zabuza wore, tattered jeans and dark blue zori, light blue eyes with Mist headband used as a bandanna,
but wears it normally during battle
Likes: Sweets, ramen, snow, water, playing, climbing trees, dogs, mice and caterpillars
Dislikes : Veggies, cats, and most bugs
Fears: Dying, losing her only friends and family, letting her team down
Team Members: Amaya Uchiha, age 16, Itchigo Haruno, age 15,and Gin Akari, age 15 1/2
Team Leader: Koiki Shizuka
Role Models: Hokage (Naruto), Kazekage (Gaara), Suna-sensei, Amaya, and her grandfather Zabuza
Current love: Kyo Inuzuka
Family: Deceased
 
History: The long scar reaching from her neck to her ankle was given to her by Chimimaru when she
was 5 years old, when she tried to keep him from killing her parents. She only saved her father, and he
died from blood loss about a day later. Afterwords, she was teased by all of the children in the Kirigakure
village, and ran off. She built her own boat and, somehow, made it after a few weeks to the village of the
sand. There, she was trained by Tsuna, the Kazekages wife. But after an attack from the Rain Village,
the sand village truly hates her. Before she was chased out of the village, villagers gave her the mark of
love under her eye, remarking how it will be the one thing in life she will never have. Once in
Konohakure, she took the Chunin exam at age 11, and passed. She spent her time training, and soon
she was transferred to Koiki's Class, which is a class for elite Chunin. Before going, she scratched the
signs of the Village of the Sand and of the Mist, to remind her what she had been through these last few
years, and  to remind her that she can never go back to that time.
 
Sira's mom and Sira as a baby
 

 
Sira's dad
 



 
Kyo Inuzuka
 



6 - Tsuna - Avatar

me: Tsuna
Age: 11 ½
Bending: Metal (specialized Earth-Bending)
Birthday: March 14
Birthplace: ????????
Current Location: Wherever Smolder is…..but doesn’t like it.
Hair color: Reddish-brown
Eye color: Hazel
Attire: Shown in picture
Personality: A bit of a wallflower; normally quiet, but the first to speak up if something is wrong; has a
nasty attitude towards Fire Nation (mainly Smolder); is not afraid to fight to protect her friends
Main enemy: Azula, Fire Lord Ozai, Azula, Zuko, Azula, General Zhao, Azula, Jet….did I mention Azula?
(Tsuna refers to Azula as Smolder…..gets her REALLY angry)
Fighting Style: Creating weapons with her bending, or just hand-to-hand combat.
Traveling Companions: None. Doesn’t travel. Can’t travel. Would kill to travel.  
Song: Everything Burns- Ben Moody and Anastacia
 
She sits in her corner
Singing herself to sleep
Wrapped in all of the promises
That no one seems to keep
She no longer cries to herself
No tears left to wash away
Just diaries of empty pages
Feelings gone a stray
But she will sing

Til everything burns
While everyone screams
Burning their lies
Burning my dreams
All of this hate
And all of this pain
I'll burn it all down
As my anger reigns
Til everything burns

Walking through life unnoticed
Knowing that no one cares
Too consumed in their masquerade
No one sees her there
And still she sings



Til everything burns
While everyone screams
Burning their lies
Burning my dreams
All of this hate
And all of this pain
I'll burn it all down
As my anger reigns

Til everything burns
Everything burns
Everything burns
Everything burns
Watching it all fade away
All fade away
Everyone screams
Everyone screams
(Watching it all fade away)

Til everything burns
While everyone screams
Burning their lies
Burning my dreams
All of this hate
And all of this pain
I'll burn it all down
As my anger reigns
Til everything burns

Everything burns
Watching it all fade away
Everything burns
Watching it all fade away

 
History: Tsuna was born in a small town in the Earth Nation, to a clan that specialized in bending Metal
(………LONG story….kinda like those Sand Benders in the desert). When she was nine, the Fire Nation
invaded her town, killing her parents and destroying the village. Tsuna was captured and kept as a tool
for the Fire Nation for 3 years. Recently, she rebelled and tried to escape…..but it didn’t work. She
confronted Azula, and got a serious burn on her abdomen (like what happened to Zuko’s eye). She
hates most Fire Benders (not Uncle Iroh….but who can hate him?), but is fascinated by the art of Fire
Bending itself, since the motions used are very similar to her style of bending. She is forced to travel with
Smolder on her quest to capture Aang. 
 







7 - Nina-Sonic

Name: Nina

Type: Rabbit / Wolf Hybrid

Personallity: Shy and quiet, calm, smart, optimistic, hates to be the giver of bad news

Likes: Flowers, butterflys, the color blue, the rain, sunsets, her friends

Dislikes: Most bugs, thunderstorms, fire

Fears: The dark, spiders, lightning, fire

Extra: Is blind in her left eye

 



8 - Nira- Wolf's Rain

Name: Nira
Race: Red Wolf/Timber wolf Mix (Can appear human)
Age: Appears between 12-13
Hair: Dull brown
Eyes: One blue, one golden-yellow
Quote: "It's not our fault that we live this way"
Looks: See picture below
 
       Nira is the youngest, but one of the most mature members of the 'Paradise' wolf pack. Kiba saved
her from a wolf hunter, and became a member of the pack in order to repay him for his kindness,
although it drives Kiba crazy. For her age, she's very mature and well spoken, although she looks like a
little kid. She has a scar over her left eye from an accident in a construction site.
  
        Nira has a crush on Toboe, but doesn't try to let it show. She always mothers over Toboe, caring for
him and tending to his wounds. When Toboe was killed, she went into a state of depression, and ran
from the pack, only to rejoin them later.

Song: If Everyone Cared- Nickelback

From underneath the trees, we watch the sky
Confusing stars for satellites
I never dreamed that you’d be mine
But here we are, we’re here tonight

Singing Amen, I’m alive
Singing Amen, I’m alive

If everyone cared and nobody cried
If everyone loved and nobody lied
If everyone shared and swallowed their pride
We’d see the day when nobody died
And I’m singing

Amen I, I’m alive
Amen I, I’m alive

And in the air the fireflies
Our only light in paradise
We’ll show the world they were wrong
And teach them all to sing along

Singing Amen I’m alive



Singing Amen I’m alive

If everyone cared and nobody cried
If everyone loved and nobody lied
If everyone shared and swallowed their pride
We’d see the day when nobody died
If everyone cared and nobody cried
If everyone loved and nobody lied
If everyone shared and swallowed their pride
We’d see the day when nobody died

And as we lie beneath the stars
We realize how small we are
If they could love like you and me
Imagine what the world could be

If everyone cared and nobody cried
If everyone loved and nobody lied
If everyone shared and swallowed their pride
We’d see the day when nobody died

We’d see the day, we’d see the day
When nobody died
We’d see the day, we’d see the day
When nobody died
We’d see the day when nobody died

 



9 - Syra-Fullmetal Alchemist

Name: Syra (Sa-ra)
Age: 14
Alias: The Leaf Blade Alchemist
Hair: Tawny Brown/ Reaches down her back
Eyes: One yellow, one blue
Clothes: A teal shirt with overalls and simple shoes
Extra:
-Is a human/dog chimera (only Mustang knows)
-Has an automail right leg
-Was raised by the Ishbalans for most of her life



10 - Matsuna - Shaman King

Name: Matsuna Itarashi
Race: Human
Gender: Female
Age: 12 (Born August 9, 1986)
Hair: Tawny Brown, shoulder length
Eyes: Cerulean
Status: Shaman
Quote: "Whoever said I couldn't be a shaman can eat my dust!"
 
            Matsuna is a bright, chipper, happy girl who was brought up in what looked more like the middle
of nowhere than Japan. Her happy personality is partly to hide her condition, which affects her heart,
which at first kept her from doing the simplest of things. She met Yoh and the others when her heartbeat
became too fast during a shaman fight and she collapsed. Her spirit ally, Hiromi, found Yoh and led him
to her, and he brought her back to the En inn, where she stayed for two days until she woke up.
            Matsuna has a huge crush on Horohoro, although she tries to keep her feeling hidden, since she
thinks Horohoro doesn't feel the same way about her. Although, she has the smart idea of telling Ryu
how she feels, and he blabs it out to everyone. Afterwards, her and Horohoro become inseparable.
Horohoro almost killed Hao because he hurt Matsuna.
             Hiromi, her spirit partner, is actually an old student of Amidamaru. She was raised in the same
orphanage as him, and once they got older, he taught her everything he knew. Hiromi witnessed the
murder of both Amidamaru and Mosuke, and was murdered herself after trying to avenge their deaths.
She's been in service to the Itarashi family since Matsuna was born, and has sworn to protect her till the
day she dies.
              Matsuna wears a teal kimono top with blue laced capris and teal sandaru. The back of the
kimono top, along with the pocket of her capris, is embroidered with the orange blossom, the symbol of
the Itarashi family. She wears her hair down, with one thin braid in the front. She also wears a small hair
pin with the orange blossom on it.



11 - Cyra - Pirates of the Carribean

Name: Crya Valencia
Race: Human
Gender: Female
Age: 12 (Born September 28)
Hair: Blonde-red-brownish (Really annoying color)
Eyes: Green-blue
Status: Pirate
Quote: "What's wrong with a girl being a pirate?!"
 
          Crya is a hyper little pre-teen who doesn't really understand why females can't be pirates. She
often stows away on pirate ships just to get out of Port Royal and on to the sea, where she enjoys
herself the most. Then one time, she stowed away on the Black Pearl, where she was found by none
other than Captain Jack Sparrow. After proving herself through a little swordplay, she became an official
member of the Black Pearl crew.
 
Here's a picture of her





12 - Aurora - Code Lyoko

Name: Aurora Kirkland
Race: Human
Gender: Female
Age: 12 (Almost 13)
Hair: Tawny Brown
Eyes: Green-blue
Height: 5'1"
Weight: 100 lbs.
Quote: "You all are the most important thing to me"
Status: Team Lyoko Warrior
Song: Final Goodbye- Rihanna
 
 never should have waited
So long to say
What I’ve always known
Since the very first day
Thought that you would stay
Forever with me
But the time has come to leave

Before we turn out the lights
And close our eyes
I’ll tell you a secret
I’ve held all my life
It’s you that I live for
And for you I die
So I lay here with you
‘til the final goodbye

Holding you close
Close to my lips
Listen intently
As I tell you this
Outside the world
Wages its war
I’ll rest in peace
As long as you know

Before we turn out the lights
And close our eyes
I’ll tell you a secret
I’ve held all my life



It’s you that I live for
And for you I die
So I lay here with you
‘til the final goodbye

Promise you our love
Will carry on
Until time eternal
We belong

Before we turn out the lights
And close our eyes
I’ll tell you a secret
I’ve held all my life
It’s you that I live for
And for you I die
So I lay here with you
‘til the final goodbye

As I taste your lips
For the last time
I spell out the lyrics
To love in the sky
It’s you that I live for
And for you I die
So I lay here with you
‘til the final goodbye

Goodbye...
 
           For being the youngest, Aurora is one of the most mature members of the group, probably
because she spends so much time with Yumi. She's a strait A student, and a bit of a bookworm, so it's
no surprise that she has a crush on Jeremie. However, she keeps her feelings to herself, mainly
because of Aeilita. Behind her carefree exterior, Aurora seemed to hide a lot of pain and sadness inside
of her. Only two people have really noticed this: Jeremie and Yumi. Overall, though, she's a shy,
carefree little wallflower, with not so much as a care in the world.
           In the Lyoko world, Aurora is about equal to Yumi in power. She attacks with a bow and arrow,
and sometimes with small daggers. She actually has a high defense, even though she has little to no
armor at all. With her clothing in this form, and the way her hair is styled, she looks a lot like an elf.
 
Her in Lyoko Form:



13 - Fun quiz thingy

This was fun...
 

 
  
  
 
 
  What do the Characters of Naruto think of you?(Girls, Detailed Q&A&R, Pics)
 
 
Description: Youre very shy and don't talk that much, but you have a cute smile that people will never
forget. Most likely rank: Genin or jonin Most likely match: Sasuke, Shino, and Choji Odd matches:
Naruto, Kiba, and Lee Best Friends: Hinata, Sakura, and Shizune Enemies: Neji, TentenGuys Points of
View________________Naruto: She is shy and hard to get used to...I hope she opens up a bit more.
When I tried to make her laugh by pulling a prank she just ran off with out a single sound.Sasuke: I like
her. She never bugs me about shoot like the other girls do. I think I could get used to her. Shikamaru: I
think she is okay, she just needs to open up more.Choji: She's cute when she smiles, but I think she
could talk sometimes.Neji: She cares too much about her thoughts than other people. She is weak and
always will be if she doesnt start acting stronger. Lee: Awe! She's so cute! But some times I forget she is
even there?Kiba: So...much.... Like...Hinata! I didn't think there was some one that quiet again! They are
like quiet rabbits!Shino: She is cute and doesnt bother me as much as some other people do. She really
helps out when Im bug hunting.Gaara: She is very quiet. A good thing if I want to kill her some times.
Kankuro: Eh, I don't care for her too much. She is just too quiet. Girls Point of
View________________Sakura: I like her! She never gets in my way when I'm flirting! Although She
seems to blush when Sasuke is around...GASP!Ino: Eh, I don't thin well be a friend. I need a friend who
talks more and likes to go places, and doesnt like Sasuke. Hinata: We are very good friends. We spend
most of our time talking about our crushes and training. We also like talking about animals.Tenten: Pfft.
Her? Shes too quiet. I go with Neji on this one, shes weak. Temari: Weakling. She needs to stop
worrying and start training. Shizune: Shes a Joy to be around! She doesnt talk back and is very polite! I
think Tsunade-sama likes her too! Jonin point of view_________________Kakashi: Very good student.
Too quiet for my part, but she does look cute when she smiles.Gai: A picture of cuteness! I want to just
hug her!Kurenai: Her and Hinata are good friends. I think they should go out and do things more.
Asuma: Thank god this one doesnt bug the crap out of me! Ino shuts up around her and the guys seem
to have good conversations with her. Iruka: Very quiet. When she was in the academy I kept forgetting
she was there.Legendary Sanin Point of View_______________Tsunade: So kawaii! She helps out and
is very respectful. Jiraya: Hmmm.I based a character off of her, but they died later in the book.
Orochimaru: She seems to draw Sasuke over. Maybe if I kidnap her, he'll come over to my side. Ebil
Peoples Point of View___________________Itachi: I won't even waste my time on that worthless ninja.
Kisame: Who?Kabuto: I'll help out the best way I can with Orochimaru's new plan on kidnapping. Take
this quiz!
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